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LU Drag Show explores and subverts gender stereotypes 
Performers engage audience during the Lawrence University Drag Show last Sunday.
Photo by Sadie Tenpas
Thirteen performers strut-ted across a stage in the Warch Campus Center’s Esch Hurvis Room on Sunday, May 17, for the annual Lawrence University Drag Show. The show was sponsored by Gay, Lesbian or Whatever (GLOW), and was emceed by staff accom-panist Marshall Cuffe ‘11. He performed under the stage name Saint Syndrome.  The night’s acts included dancing, singing and rap-ping by both Lawrence students and performers from the larger community. With bright lights and loud music, the show was what fresh-man Madeira Seaman called “a rip-roaring good time,” but it also presented an opportunity for an exploration and subversion of gender stereotypes.  As Cuffe said, “drag is about forcing yourself to look past everything on the out-side … and you’re forced to think about who you are, to step outside of your privilege and your stereo-types, and just be a person.”Student drag queens per-formed under stage names such as La Gay Divine, Ollie, Kari Oki, Haylee Aspen, Pearl Gaily and Honey Ryder. They danced to everything from Beyoncé’s “Partition” to “Collect Your Love” by the Knocks.  Freshman Sean Geis, who appeared in two numbers as “Baby Moon,” described the drag show experience as very differ-ent from anything he had ever done, saying, “I dance, but nothing ever like that. You look in the mir-
ror after the makeup is done and think ‘Who am I?’” Junior Forrest Jackson also appeared in the show, though he freestyle-rapped rather than dance or sing.Although the majority of acts were Lawrence students, perform-ers from the Fox Valley area were audience favorites. Freshman Rachel Goldstein, who served as makeup artist for many of the performers, said she was most excited to see the burlesque acts by “Belle Morte” and “Elle Mae” of Certified Sexy Burlesque, a bur-lesque troupe based in Oshkosh, Wisc.  Each woman performed one number on her own and then collaborated for a duet to the Neighborhood’s “Sweater Weather.” Community member Nick Jansen, named “Mr. Gay Fox Valley,” also performed two num-bers using the stage name Talon.According to Cuffe, the Lawrence drag show has grown considerably in his years of involvement—from a show watched by perhaps a hundred students to this year’s event, which he estimates drew a crowd of 400. Audience members were encouraged to participate in the show; many passed tips to the performers, and those dressed in what Cuffe called a “gender-freak-ing way” were given raffle tickets and invited onstage for a walk-off. Participants shared the stage with the gender-bending stars of the night and left with a signed Lawrence University Drag Show poster.
Nicole Mitchell
For the Lawrentian
____________________________________
May 11 marked the begin-ning of Lawrence’s first Israeli Apartheid Week, led by Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP). SJP Co-president and junior Razan Anabtawi deemed one of the goals of the week-long event 
was to “establish SJP as a resource on campus.”Israeli Apartheid Week included a variety of events that presented various opinions: detri-ments of normalizing the occupa-tion, the power of the attention of the West, the complexity of the issue and the parallels between global struggles.
“[In these events,] we brought half of the information, and hoped that the participants would come with the other half of their infor-mation, questions and discussion,” said SJP Secretary and junior Jake Valente. Event participants and attendees generally felt that these goals were met.Freshman Juliana Olsen-Valdez stated, “I have learned how important the respect of human-ity is. A lot of the time, the conflict boils down to what seems to be a political conflict, but it is really a question of humanity and moral responsibility.”On Wednesday, May 13, SJP hosted a discussion on Gaza and Ferguson in Sankofa House as part of the recurring event series “Sankofa Conversations.” This discussion particularly struck students. Set on a theme of how the oppressors work together and how the oppressed work together, this event drew parallels between different occupation movements. “It is important to build soli-darity; our experiences intersect in many ways,” began sophomore Guilberly Louissaint, who attend-ed the events. “My Haitian identity is one that has been marked by imperialism. So it is not about being pro-Israel or pro-Palestine, it is about being anti-imperialist and anti-occupation. That is the 
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
Israeli Apartheid Week engages Lawrence 
in conversation about Israel and Palestine
Students participate in  Students for Justice in Palestine’s candlelight vigil.
See page 5Photo by Sadie Tenpas
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s SAUDI ARABIA: NATO operatives and former head of Israeli Millitary Intelligence Amos Yadlin believe that Saudi Arabia is in the process of obtaining at least one nuclear weapon from Pakistan. Pakistan remains one of the only nuclear powers not signed onto the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, which prohibits the shar-ing of nuclear weapons technology with non-nuclear powers.
 JAPAN: The Trans-Pacific Partnership, a trade agreement being negotiated between 12 nations bordering the Pacific Ocean, has sparked controversy in Japan. Plaintiffs of a class action lawsuit being leveled against the Japanese government claim that the trea-ty could violate the basic human rights of Japanese citizens. The law-suit involves over 1,000 plaintiffs, including Japanese lawmakers.
 CANADA: The Lax Kw’alaams aboriginal band in northern Canada has turned down an offer by Malaysian state oil company Petronas and other backers of a plan to construct a natural gas export terminal on their land. If they had accepted, the band would have been compensated $30 billion, or $267,000 per person.  
UNITED STATES: Ebola virus has been detected in the eyes of American doctor Ian Crozier, who was declared Ebola-free after sur-viving the virus last year. Doctors say that Crozier is not currently contagious through casual contact, but this outbreak does expose the potential of a lingering risk for those formerly affected by the virus.
Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer
___________________________________Student projects in the humanities and social sciences were showcased at the annual Richard A. Harrison Symposium, held in Main Hall on Saturday, May 16.The first Annual Student Humanities and Social Science Symposium was organized in 1996, by then Dean of Faculty and Professor of History at Lawrence University, Richard Harrison. He organized the symposium to highlight research achievements, observing, “The intimate intellec-tual association of students and faculty members is a central char-acteristic of Lawrence’s approach to undergraduate education.” Harrison died suddenly in 1997, and the symposium was named in his honor. This year was the 18th annual Harrison symposium. It featured 26 different student presentations with topics ranging from “The ISIS Crisis: How Western Perceptions Shape the Discussion of Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State” to “La Vera Pohl’s Selective History of American Art.”Nine rooms in Main Hall were used for the presentations, which were split into two sessions, with up to three presentations in each session. Copies of the presenta-tion abstracts were also posted online on the Lawrence University 
website after the event.Students presented their projects in a professional for-mat for the Harrison sympo-sium. Senior Anna Bolgrien, who presented her project titled “Demographics and Pro-natal Policy in the Soviet Union and the Russian Federation” said, “it forces you to really explain all of the parts of your research and why they are important.”Professors introduced pre-senters and moderated each presentation room. Students explained their research to audi-ence members in 20-minute long presentations, followed by ten minutes for the student to answer audience questions. The presentations were selected from faculty nomina-tions by the Provost’s Office. In addition, one Richard A. Harrison Award is given to a distinguished student presentation. This year’s award was given to senior Eli Massey for the project “Moving Beyond the Zapatista Uprising: Alternative Participatory Modes of Organizing.”Many projects were senior capstone or independent study projects. Attendees consisted mostly of family, friends, profes-sors and fellow presenters.The symposium offers a chance to learn about and sup-port student research on cam-pus. Ottilia Buerger Professor of Classical Studies and Professor of Art History Carol Lawton, one 
of the moderators of the event, said, “It’s a wonderful showcase for student projects … it enables them to present them to the cam-pus at large, and also, of course, their families can come and see what they have been working on all this time.” While she was disappointed that more students did not attend 
the talks, Lawton hopes more people will hear about the event in the future. She recognizes the potential of the presentations to engage and inspire younger stu-dents.Bolgrien also acknowledged the importance of the event, say-ing, “The Harrison Symposium is important for the Lawrence com-
munity, not only because it allows upperclassmen to present their work, but it can inspire under-classmen by showing them the possibilities for future research and funding.  It shows the diver-sity of interests and the quality of work that students produce as undergraduates.”
Photo by Hailie Nguyen
BIG PICTURE small space
Associate Professor of Economics David Gerard speaks on climate 
change at last week’s Honors Convocation.
Symposium features work in 
humanities and social sciences
Will Frasier shaves Peter Raffel at WLFM Studios during Radio for Rwanda.
Photo provided by Peter Raffel
WLFM raises $2,211 in third annual Radio for Rwanda
Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer
_____________________________________GlobeMed and WLFM Lawrence Student Radio (WLFM) jointly hosted the third annu-al Radio for Rwanda event on Sunday, May 17. The radio mar-athon, which ran from noon to midnight, was a charity event with the intention of raising money to aid people in the city of Kigali, Rwanda. WLFM Station Manager and senior Peter Raffel served as the event’s host for his third year. The goal of Radio for Rwanda is to encourage community mem-bers to learn about GlobeMed and contribute to their current aid efforts. Over the course of the school year, GlobeMed has been raising funds for Health Development Initiative, their part-ner organization in Kigali.GlobeMed also hopes to eventually aid rural Rwandans by building a pig cooperative, as a source of protein and revenue, and a water-sourcing project, to help bring water closer to the vil-lage. This year, as in the past two years, WLFM and GlobeMed worked together to pack the day 
full of guests, events and activities to engage listeners. “I try to create the 12 hours as a very fluid thing, thinking about which guests go well back-to-back, and different rhythms for creating a form of entertainment that lasts as long as this,” noted Raffel about the process of organizing the event.GlobeMed member and senior Abby Schubach mentioned that this year’s event had more involvement from GlobeMed than in years past. “GlobeMed mem-bers were able to come on air, and talk about the cause and why they are involved with it. I think this was an awesome addition to the show that was able to unite WLFM and GlobeMed even more, while also educating the listeners about Health Development Initiative and the pig cooperative,” commented Schubach.President Mark Burstein, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students Nancy Truesdell, Security Night Shift Supervisor Kevin Goggins and many Lawrence students lent their voices as show guests. GlobeMed members also played a large role in volunteering for interviews and speaking about the organization’s efforts.
Musical groups, including The Gritz, the Appletones and Porky’s Groove Machine, played sets and provided interviews. The WLFM show #BackToTheBronx also made an appearance along with students living in Sankofa House.GlobeMed members orga-nized the fundraising component of the event, while Raffel and other performers were responsible for the show’s programming and entertainment. “I think this is why the partnership works so well,” noted Raffel. “It’s two groups who are passionate about wildly differ-ent things, but are able to come together for a common cause and a shared love of what we do.”This year’s show brought in $2,211, more than enough to build the initial pig corral, according to GlobeMed’s website. Listeners, organizers and performers con-sidered it a success.“This year we really honed in on what makes the program work,” remarked Raffel. Schubach’s favorite part was “witnessing the enthusiasm that builds during the 12 hours. Everyone becomes so passionate and excited about reaching our goal. Also, watching 
Peter slowly go crazy is pretty fun.” Sophomore Hugo Espinosa, who listened to much of the event, affirmed that, “It was a blast … hearing all this crazy stuff hap-pening in the studio and hearing the donation tally go up, it’s a great experience, especially when they shaved [Raffel’s] beard liter-ally on the air.” Although the show will lose its founder and original show host, it will continue next year 
and will be hosted by sopho-more Margaret Koss. WLFM and GlobeMed will both continue their involvement with the show, focus-ing on completing their project funding goals.Raffel expressed his gratitude for the extensive campus involve-ment, saying, “It’s the 12 hours of the year that I feel closest to this place and realize what we’re capable of … it continually baffles me and makes me realize how beautiful this community can be.”
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I should have known that I was not safe when the journal-ist never returned. I should have taken more caution and only pro-vided her with a drawing of my piece of the landing mechanism. Word must have gotten out about the wanted advertisement that was to appear in the paper that morning, despite The Pulp’s limited readership. The oligarchy has supporters everywhere.Now I’m stuck in a cell and rendered completely useless. Just as useless as my glass left eye. Imprisoned within this prison in the sky.I am the only engineer in this damned city that understands how to land this cage within the clouds. Oh, how I would love to see the ground and set foot on the land that I have heard so much about from my teachers, from 
engineers before me and from the manuscripts of instructions they left behind. I know exactly where the pieces go. How they function. The way they must be turned in the correct order to bring the ship to land, instead of the entire vessel exploding. I know the exact order and the places to put the pieces. It would allow the citizens to look up at the sky for the first time, instead of being trapped within it.What I don’t know is how anyone thought this ship was a good idea in the first place. That sticking a bunch of criminals on an island and floating it up in the sky was a worthy solution to a problem. All of Avarium’s ances-tors had committed some type of crime before getting shot up here. Well, a “crime.” Even on the island, the term seems to be used rather 
loosely. Do we even want to return to the land below? After all, maybe the government there is even more corrupt than the one here. I shuddered at the thought and played with the ends of my long blonde hair. There is noth-ing to do in this cell but to fidget anxiously.My father, also an engineer, taught me the use of those three pieces with the symbols: the fragments that would allow us to land. Mine was passed down for generations in our family. The two others? Missing within the city. Unless, of course, the oligar-chy has located them since I was imprisoned.When Avarium’s origi-nal designated engineer built this place and sent our massive ship 
skyward, he was responsible for keeping safe the mechanisms that would help it to land. However, the corrupt governing system within Avarium quickly tried to take the fragments into their possession so as to keep the ship from landing.For some ridiculous reason, they still want to stay suspended here to “protect” the land below from all of the “criminals” that remain, generations away from the “criminals” here before. Frustrated, I threw a bone, a rem-nant of last night’s pathetic meal, against the wall. 
The oligarchy took two of the pieces, too unaware and unintel-ligent to realize that there are 
three pieces necessary for landing Avarium. The original engineer must have been clever. Fooled them. Without the knowledge passed down through genera-tions of my family, they don’t even know how the blasted machine works! My family. As though there were still members left. The oli-garchy took my parents and my brother the same day that they took my left eye. Must they now take the rest of my life 
Caged Within 
Clouds: 
A serial story
“Nobody knows how the 
pieces work”
Sarah Wagner
Columnist
___________________________
call. It’s convenient to always have friends around campus to talk to about the daily events that make up your life, but it’s also very com-forting to be able to call someone at the end of the day and to sum-marize your day to. 
Get crafty: Now, I know arts and crafts aren’t for everyone, but getting mail is even more excit-ing than getting a phone call. Hallmark makes pretty good bank on their line of “Just Thinking 
About You” cards, and you can take their sentiment to a new level by adding your own craftiness. Imagine receiving this in the mail: “I found all this spare yarn in my bedroom closet back home, and it got me thinking about how cold last Winter Term was, so I decid-ed to knit you this scarf. I hope your summer is going well.” Now there’s a message that no amount of emoticons can equal.
Document and share: We 
are the generation of social media. We want to know what everyone else is doing at every possible point in time. Whether you’re climbing mountains in Africa, sit-ting on a beach on the East Coast or working a job in the mall in your hometown, find some way to document your experience. You could start a blog, write in a jour-nal or take photographs. Then, 
This serial story is a collabora-
tion between the members of 
Lawrence University’s Creative 
Writing Club. This week’s 
installation is written by 
Jessica Morgan.
See page 4
Summer Lovin’ Had Me 
Sad and Alone
QUESTION MARK
My suggestion is that Lawrentians take advantage of the break to deepen their learning and experience. Whether through work, internships, volunteering, travel, intellectual endeavors or perhaps some combination of these, summer provides interest-ing and engaging opportunities. Regardless of what students choose, it is important to reflect and recharge during this time. Find something that speaks to you, and pursue it.  Sometimes, you will find an interest that you will want to follow after gradu-ation.  Other times, you will have an experience that, in the end, helps you decide to go in a different direction. The results can only accrue to your benefit.
What is it most worthwhile to do during the summer?
Total Votes: 36
Work
38%
Travel
30%
Dear Sarah,
It’s nearing the end of the 
school year, and I’m getting really 
anxious about staying in touch 
with my friends over the summer, 
and even into the fall for those 
who are studying abroad. Living 
in such close proximity makes it 
easy to develop strong relation-
ships with those around you, but 
what happens when you don’t see 
those people every day? How do 
you manage to keep a relation-
ship strong without the ease of 
Lawrence-themed drama as a con-
stant source of conversation?
- Met a Boy Who Was Crazy 
for Me and Lived Ten Million Miles 
Away
Dear Met a Boy,If your relationship — be it 
between romantically involved partners or friends — is a strong one, the distance won’t be an issue. A relationship built on genuine interest and involving serious conversation is not very hard to continue through the sum-mer. However, a relationship that only involves complaints about papers to write and whether or not they stocked pineapple in the café today might not remain as strong through the summer. Those friends are ones you will reconnect with in the fall.
Keep the conversation 
going: The easiest way to stay in contact is to do just that — keep in contact. Start a Facebook mes-sage thread with a few of your friends; that way you will always have an outlet to make a com-ment on something and begin a conversation. Find specific times to get in touch with people, be it a Skype date or even setting aside your afternoon to make a phone 
What is it most worthwhile for liberal arts students to 
do during the summer?
Volunteer
11%
Be with family
19%
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Serial Story
continued from page 3
Brady Busha
 Staff Writer
____________________________________
 Clare Bruning
  Staff Writer
_____________________
Freshman Sportlight Erin Shrobilgen - Track and field
   Matt Geleske
    Staff Writer
_____________________
Men’s soccer players celebrate a goal.
Photo provided by Paul Wilke
Track & field finishes season with individual focus
Spring training part 2: team chemistry and a preview for the fall
Photo by Emei Thompson
The Lawrence University Track and Field teams finished their season on Friday, May 15, at the Last Chance meet at University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. This meet served as a sort of final punctua-tion to the season because it was unique in the fact that it complete-ly focused on individual perform-ers; no team scores were tallied.
Traditionally, the Last Chance meet is a final opportu-nity for competitors to achieve a qualifying time or mark for the NCAA Division III National Championship meet. Lawrence usually does not compete as a team at this meet, but sends indi-viduals who are close to qualifying or those who want to compete one more time after the conference meet. This year, however, was an exception. Because of Lawrence’s trimester system, the Vikings had only competed in five of the 
six minimum meets necessary to complete an outdoor season. Lawrence had to compete as a team in order to achieve this mini-mum.With the pressures of the Midwest Conference Championships and the season behind them, Viking athletes saw Last Chance as a low-stakes meet to try new events or improve upon their old ones. “We all competed for the sake of competing, rath-er than for specific times,” says junior Cam Davies. “The point was to go out, run fast and remember 
why running is fun.” Top finishers for the Vikings included senior Anna Bolgrien, who competed for the first time in the 3000-meter steeplechase. Bolgrien took fifth with a time of 14:01. Senior Kassidy Rinehart also placed in the top ten in the javelin throw with a toss of 31.63 meters to take ninth place. Also competing on the men’s side of the javelin was sophomore Wes Hetcher who threw 34.63 meters to also take ninth. Junior Jordan Atkins finished 11th in a 10:28 steeplechase race and soph-
omore Max Edwards took 13th in the 5K with a time of 15:57. As the days move towards summer, the young Vikings team looks forward to some much needed rest and recovery. Look for the Vikings to make a statement in the fall with Cross Country.  Their next season will include the addi-tion of new freshmen and more experience competing for all other members of the team.
Lawrence University’s soccer programs use the spring as a time to train together and get on track for a successful season come fall. For the women’s team, fitness is a central foundation, as well as a strong team relationship.“We are working on becom-ing a cohesive unit,” said soph-omore Casey Merkle. “We have agreed that we can win games if we work together on the field.”Junior Perrin Tourangeau also highlighted the emphasis on team chemistry, and additionally turned to the content of that team-work on the field. “We’re focus-ing on defense and then, midfield and then, striking, for a week or two each,” she said, breaking the spring training routine into sec-tions with different features to focus on. “Each training has a fit-ness component, either lifting or running, and a practice compo-nent.”“Spring training is now 
amped up because we work with Coach D [Dustin Winnekens] on our strength and cardio,” explained Merkle. “We have been starting practice in the weight room, and then heading out to the field.”Getting into more specifics, the Lady Vikes’ effort in the spring sets up players for summer train-ing leading up to the season. “The main focus of spring training is to get touches on the ball,” said Tourangeau. “Summer is differ-ent in that a huge focus is on making sure you’re fit going into preseason. Our coach will give us each a work out plan at the end of spring training. We want to be already done with that stuff by the time we get to preseason.”Taking team communication and offensive focus from spring training, and optimal fitness com-ing off the summer, the Lady Vikes have one simple objective in mind for next fall. “My goal is to be able to get the team to put 110 percent effort towards one goal—win-ning,” said Merkle. “We want to win games together.”For the men’s soccer team, the focus of spring training is 
more of a preview of what fall training will be like than a pre-cursor focused on conditioning. “We’re not working as much on fitness. That’s expected of us,” explained sophomore Chris Kiehl. “Our coach is trying to have spring practice seem like fall practices. It’s more soccer than fitness.”Spring training is a time for the Vikings to learn drills, know the ins and outs of what will be expected of them during the regu-lar season, and ensure that the work they do in the fall will run smoothly and make a difference when it counts. “The main thing we’ve been working on is moving off the ball and thinking a pass or two ahead,” said Kiehl. “We need to work on our first touch. We work on how to run, and time the runs and anticipate.”Men’s spring soccer primes the team to move into the sum-mer as well as to the fall when the entire team reconvenes in Appleton. “Not only are we trying to improve on the spring season, but it’s more of a trial run for the fall, so we know, tactically and technically, what we need to work on for the summer,” said Kiehl. 
“It’s a chance to practice drills and everything so we know how it all goes. We don’t waste time during preseason. We jump right into it.”Both the men’s and women’s soccer teams will jump right into it in mid-August, when all the 
fall athletes return to campus for preseason. Until then, it’s up to the athletes to work hard in their respective spring practices and maintain their fitness, focus and fire throughout the summer. 
Erin Schrobilgen is wrapping 
up her first year at Lawrence as a 
collegiate student-athlete.  In addi-
tion to being a part of three sports 
teams—cross country, indoor and 
outdoor track and field—across 
the past three terms, Erin has 
maintained a stellar GPA. Her 
hard work in the classroom helped 
the cross country team to its fifth 
straight All-Academic team award 
under Coach Jason Fast’s tenure, 
winning her own spot on the All-
Academic individual team along 
the way. Schrobilgen also was hon-
ored recently with the Outstanding 
Female Freshman Athlete award.
Where are you from? What 
drew you to Lawrence?I’m from Oak Park, Ill. I liked Lawrence because I could run here, and talking with Coach Fast was really reassuring.  Also, when I came here, I met a lot of people I could really relate with. The size and academic atmosphere of the 
school was great.
How did you first get into 
cross country and track?  What 
do you like most about it?I started running in sixth grade, on a middle school team with my brother. I didn’t like it at all, at first.  But I liked that you could see tangible improvement based on how much work you put in. What I like most is all of the individual effort at practice and seeing it all come together in how well the team does.
What did you bring to the 
team this year? Do you think 
you’ll bring that back next year, 
too?I brought enthusiasm for the sport, wanting to work hard and being a good teammate. I hope I can bring that back next year as 
the team grows.What’s one thing you’re 
really looking forward to next 
year?We graduated two seniors, but we have a lot of our core group coming back. We finished pretty high in the conference, but I know we all wanted to do better, so I’m excited to see how that fuels us for next year.
What has your athletic 
career here at Lawrence taught 
you about being academically 
successful as well?I think being in a sport has helped to build the basis for a healthy lifestyle. It really helps in terms of time management—you know that you have to use time effectively. That’s the biggest thing that I’d tell anyone else. You think you’d be overwhelmed, but having 
all of those things on your plate helps you plan better, too.
How have your teammates 
helped you with your first year 
as a collegiate athlete?They have helped tremen-dously. In terms of the sport itself, it’s a jump up from high school, competition-wise. Also, adjusting to school and classes, they’re obvi-ously more experienced than me, so they really helped me out a lot there, too.
In preparation for an epic 
battle, what animal do you 
choose as your noble steed?Definitely a cat. Because cats are awesome. I don’t know how effective it would be as a steed, but still my choice, for sure.
away, too?Now, in a cell, there is no chance that I will ever see real land. That I will ever see the place my ancestors lived before we were sent here. The plentiful 
land in which we could obtain the resources we need to survive.My hope was that the jour-nalist’s advertisement would help us gather the remaining pieces so that I could stop this mad-ness. Now they may be lost for-ever, including the piece I kept safe, the piece I should have been more cautious with.  The city may 
be in the sky for eternity, or at least until the prison can no lon-ger sustain itself, and everything perishes.Unless someone has a change of heart — someone within the oligarchy, perhaps — we will all perish here. The citizens of Avarium will starve. And I will die within a gray, dreary room that I 
cannot even stand at full height in, knowing that I was the only one with the knowledge to stop it.Burying my head into my knees, I start to cry through my one functional eye.
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Photo by Emei Thompson
155
The number of 
Jake Gordon’s 
career hits. This 
number broke 
Lawrence’s pre-
vious record of 
154.
Jake Gordon - Baseball
Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman
   CJ Revis
    Staff Writer
_______________________
American Pharoah striding towards Triple Crown honor
The 140th Preakness Stakes took place in Baltimore this past weekend. Kentucky Derby win-ner American Pharoah, his jockey Victor Espinoza and trainer Bob Baffert were all looking for a win to keep the hope of a rare Triple Crown alive. The Triple Crown is awarded if a horse wins all three major horse races: the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness Stakes and the 
Belmont Stakes. There has not been a Triple Crown winner since Affirmed completed it in 1978. However, there have been seven horses that have put themselves in a position to do it by winning the first two races, but ultimately all failed at the Belmont Stakes. The conditions for this year’s Preakness Stakes were far from ideal as heavy rain hit the course 15 minutes before the race. Despite the record attendance this year, many from the crowd may have missed the race as they looked for cover during the rain. American Pharoah was the favorite to win the race, but there 
were still a few concerns for the trainer and jockey. First, American Pharoah was starting from the rail where no horse has won since 1994. Adding to that was the rain. American Pharoah has sensitive ears and they put cotton in his ears before each race, and trainer Bob Baffert showed his concern about how the rain might have an impact when he said,  “These horses, I could tell they didn’t like it when they got pelted like that. I was worried about the cotton balls in his ears. What if they’re getting soaking wet?” Once the race started, how-
ever, there was almost no doubt that American Pharoah was going to win. In the Kentucky Derby, he got off to somewhat of a slow start before just pulling ahead in the final leg of the race. At Preakness, American Pharoah led from the start and then dominated the last leg of the race to win comfortably by the sixth largest margin in the history of Preakness. His dominance has many expecting that he will complete the Triple Crown. Ron Turcotte, who raised Secretariat to the Triple Crown in 1973 said, “There is no denying American Pharoah was impressive today and we 
should all savor his performance. The sport needs a Triple Crown winner and he could very well be the one.”A Triple Crown win would be the crowning achievement not only for American Pharoah, but for his trainer and jockey too. This is the fourth time that trainer Bob Baffert is heading into the Belmont stakes with a chance at a triple crown and the third time jockey Victor Espinoza is, with neither being able to complete it yet. All eyes will be on American Pharaoh at the Belmont Stakes on June 6 with many of them hoping to see history be made.
This week, I sat down with senior outfielder Jake 
Gordon of the Lawrence University Baseball team.  After 
another spectacular season, Gordon was named to 
D3baseball.com’s All-Central Region third team and was 
awarded all-conference first team honors for the second 
consecutive year.  Gordon also broke the Lawrence career 
hits record with 155, overcoming an ankle injury in his 
final games to collect the record-breaking hit on the final 
at-bat of his collegiate career.
Gabe Chapman: After two consecutive seasons of being named to both the Midwest Conference’s all-conference team and D3baseball.com’s All-Central Region team, which achievement are you proudest of and why?
Jake Gordon: I’m proud of both of them.  But I would probably say I’m more proud of the all-conference honor just because those are the games that really mean something, and to have the coaches and the conference recognize you is a huge honor.
GC: What aspect of your hitting have you focused on that has contributed to your continued success at the plate?
JG: I’d say the biggest thing would be my approach—not thinking too much when I go up to hit.  See the ball and hit the ball, hit the ball where it’s pitched, keep my hands inside the ball and just hope that good things happen.
GC: Can you describe the injury you sustained a little bit?
JG: Yeah, I was going back on a fly ball in centerfield and didn’t realize how close I was to the fence.  I turned around and ran full speed into the fence, and my cleat got caught and rolled my ankle to the side.  I knew pretty much immediately that it was pretty bad.  I thought there was a chance it was broken.  
GC: What did you do to overcome the injury?
JG: I couldn’t play the rest of the game. I couldn’t put any weight on my ankle, so that night, I went to the hospital with my dad and my friend from home, and got x-rays. When they told me the x-rays were negative, I knew there was a chance I’d be able to play the next day.  So I went through a bunch of icing and rehab treatment, and taped my ankle up before the game.  I tried to run, but I still couldn’t. But I knew I could hit, so I talked to Coach Anderson and he put me in as the Designated Hitter.
GC: What was going through your head during that final at-bat?
JG: Honestly, the thing that was going through my head was to enjoy every minute of it.  I told myself walking up to the plate that no matter what happened, it was my final at-bat and I had had so much fun playing college baseball.  I obviously knew it would be great to get that last hit—and that meant a lot to me as well—but more than anything, it’s a game, so I was just trying to have fun doing that. 
GC: How did you feel after you got the hit?
JG: It felt amazing.  I took a second to register, but after that, I kind of broke down and it was an unbelievable moment.  Walking off the field and having all of my team-mates hug me and see that as an accomplishment—not only did it mean something to me, but it also meant something to them.  I can’t even explain how good of a feeling it was.
GC: After such a stellar Lawrence career, are there any particular moments beside that hit that stand out?
JG: There are so many fond memories.  I’ve been thinking a lot about it since baseball’s been over.  I’ve had a great individual career, but honestly, the best parts have been the bus rides or going out to eat after the games, just having fun with the guys on the team—especially with the seniors.  There are nine guys I’ve played four years of baseball with, and those other guys have become broth-ers to me.  That’s honestly the best part about it.  The individual stuff is nice, but the thing that really means the most is to say I gained nine new brothers.
GC: Do you have any baseball plans after Lawrence?
JG: There were a few opportunities that arose, but I’ve kind of decided that it’s time to move on in life.  It was tough. I thought about it for probably a month.  But I’m ready to go home, ready to move on with my life.  I real-ized there are other things in life.  Time to play softball with my dad [laughs].  
side that people need to be on.”SJP Co-president and sopho-more Tamara Nassar comment-ed, “We hoped to establish many intersectionalities, including the Black Liberation Movement, South African apartheid, etc.”Throughout the week, some events were met with student crit-icism. Thursday’s event “Cultural Intifada: voices from within,” was open to student, faculty and staff participation. Junior Zach Ben-Amots read an essay during the event in defense of Israel.Student reactions allowed for members of SJP to learn more about their status on campus.“I think what matters is that most of the people who engage in SJP are engaging positively and try to learn to support the cause,” 
continued Nassar. “But I do think we are misunderstood by parts of the community.”Students who participated in the week’s events expressed similar sentiments regarding the misconceptions of SJP within the Lawrence community. “A lot of people have an idea of what SJP is, and if we can get past that, then SJP will be able to fit in better,” said Olsen-Valdez. “I think this [organization] definitely has a place on the Lawrence campus,” said senior Romelle Loiseau. “When you make people feel uncomfortable that is when the most learning can hap-pen.”“Lawrence is usually stuck in the domestic space, but we need to broaden our horizons,” added Louissaint. “SJP raises awareness toward a good cause.” SJP student leaders believe that the organization is an outlet 
for positive discussion, learning and activism. Nassar also stressed that members are not in unani-mous agreement. “While we agree that the Israeli occupation is illegal and should be dismantled, whether our solution is a one-state solu-tion, two-state solution, no state solution is completely dependent on the individual in SJP,” said Nassar.  “While we don’t agree on so many different political top-ics within the Palestine ques-tion, that doesn’t mean we can’t work together, because there’s an underlying basis of agree-ment that will never change and allows us to work together,” added Anabtawi. SJP also highlights continu-ous efforts to challenge them-selves and extend their discussion to wider topics.“It is easy to call on one’s own 
experiences, but it is important to engage with facts and with ideas,” said Nassar. “But when we are met with feelings [as a rebuttal], that is unproductive to the conversa-tion.”“We hope to instigate con-versation that is not unique to the Palestinian community,” added Valente. ”We hope that people will think about how our own country is portrayed.”Despite struggles that may have arisen, SJP is satisfied with the outcome of the week.“We feel stronger; we feel like we have a community of solidarity and that we belong,” concluded Anabtawi. Finally, SJP aims to continue to spark discussion. “We encourage the com-munity to engage in trying to understand different voices of the region and look more into local communities,” concluded Nassar.
Apartheid Week
continued from page 1
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Performers prepare backstage at the drag show.
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Entrepreneurship platforms expand and inspire
Beyond
 the Bubble: 
Adulthood
Backstage at the LU Drag Show: debuts and returns 
The Lawrentian tends to focus on 
students activities and opinions about 
what is going on within the Lawrence 
community. In an effort to permeate 
the Lawrence bubble, this column aims 
to shed some light on the views within 
the campus community about a cur-
rent event outside of Lawrence. With Spring Term drawing to a close, seniors and some forward-thinking underclassmen are undoubt-edly considering their futures as adults in the world. When asked what living in the environment of a college means for our sense of adulthood, stu-dent responses were decidedly mixed. “I feel like the college years are a limbo between the teen years and adulthood,” said junior Isabel Dammann. “I don’t feel like a total-ly independent being yet. My par-ents still pay my tuition and some of my plane tickets, I go home [a fair amount], and I don’t know how to pay taxes.” Freshman Claire LaLiberte felt even more uncertain. “In some ways , I feel like an adult, but in other ways, I don’t, so I don’t really know. I feel mixed about it.” Freshman Lauren Smrz, on the other hand, said that, “College has made me more of an adult, but I’m still very much a kid at heart.”Sophomore Lexi Ames expressed a similar sentiment, and like 
Dammann, seemed to link adult-hood and a greater understanding of finances. “The way [in which] I socially interact with people, I’m an adult,” Ames said. “But I have yet to learn how to pay bills or change a tire. So, I’m socially an adult, but the rest of me is not quite there.”It seems that for junior Olivia Legan, having the kind of understand-ing with money management that other students lack has somewhat helped her feeling of adulthood,“I feel like more of an adult than I think a lot of people do through living in Greenfire, because we shop for our own food, and I manage the finances usually.” However, she continued that, “As an independent person, as myself, I am still not financially stable. I still depend on a lot of things that aren’t going to be there in the next few years when we leave college.”Although students do not fully feel grown up yet, some did think that Lawrence helps students progress closer to independent life. Dammann continued, “I think having leadership positions has really helped me feel more personally confident in my abil-ity to organize things and potentially be an adult.” Legan felt similarly, saying, “At this point, we do some real life things. We have to rely on ourselves to com-municate, like with my bosses at my off-campus job or other students on campus. No one is going to do that for me. That’s something I think goes towards adulthood here.” 
Regan Martin
Staff Writer
___________________________
For Lawrentians passionate about start-ing up their own businesses and making their ideas realities, new platforms are emerging to provide not only foundational knowledge, but also necessary tools and networking opportunities. Starting with the Innovation and Entrepreneurship (I&E)program, entre-preneurial culture has been expanding its presence not only in the academic sphere, but also in many student activities due to its versatility and applicability.According to Assistant Professor of Economics Adam Galambos, the I&E pro-gram was crafted to cater to specific inter-ests of both the faculty and the students. Galambos describes the program as “a col-laborative effort that brought together […] from several disciplines: art, theatre, govern-ment, physics, music and economics.” “Whether you are interested in starting a new venture or not, whether you plan to work in the business world or not, you will benefit,” said  Galambos. “I believe that inno-vative, entrepreneurial thought and action are essential skills of a liberally educated person.”Classes under this program all aim to equip students with an innovative mindset, 
problem-solving skills from different per-spectives, and an ability to create persuasive and effective arguments. Beyond this, the program is evolving with new programming, as more experiential learning opportunities, such as field trips and guest speakers, are presented in the coming year. The variety in the skill sets learned propels students quickly into ventures of their own. Juniors Chelsey Choy and Zachary Martin, after taking a few I&E classes, have decided to expand this entrepreneurial culture and inspire others by establishing Lawrence University Club of Innovation and Entrepreneurship (LUCIE). Alongside setting the foundation for the club, Choy and Martin also organized two pitch contests during midterm read-ing periods. These contests, Optimize LU in Winter Term and Launch | LU this Spring Term,  aimed to provide interested students a chance to learn, test their skills and net-work with professional mentors in the field.Choy and Martin are constantly learning and reinventing their ideas to cater to their audience. Reflecting on the two pitch con-tests they organized this year— three-day-long series of talks, training, and one-on-one mentoring and pitching, Choy said:“We realize that it is a lot to ask students to be present for the entire three days of 
events. So we decided to do a series through-out the year to help students with how to do public speaking, how to develop a pitch to make the process easier for them and to develop their ideas through the entire year.”Participants took away a lot from these events. Freshman Nijesh Upreti came to Launch | LU without knowing much about professional pitching. However, he enjoyed the process and said he “[had] a good idea, which struck [him] at the last moment.”On the other hand, the platform devel-oped by Choy and Martin also helped hopeful entrepreneurs, such as sophomores Blake Roubos and Felix Henriksson, to take their ideas in an I&E course to the next level. Roubos and Henriksson walked away from Launch | LU with a $1,000 prize in seed fund-ing to continue developing Under Awareness. This start-up allows customers to buy qual-ity underwear and other essentials while donating to a charity of their choice.In the quest to empower others to inno-vate, Choy believes expanding such events into a club is necessary. Although LUCIE is still in the process of recognition, Choy remains hopeful, as the club aligns itself to the spirit of entrepreneurship. As Choy puts it, “entrepreneurship, as a big field, is essen-tially very collaborative. The more people there are, the more innovative you can be 
and the more people are going to come.”The club will be a platform for like-minded people interested in entrepreneur-ship to meet, collaborate and work together, bringing in background knowledge from their own fields of expertise. Events like Launch | LU will still be an integral part of the club. “I definitely want more people to understand how welcoming the environ-ment is,” said Choy. “I definitely would love to see Launch | LU develop into a bigger thing […] We have developed a format, now we are expanding and making those connections with people in the Appleton community. Now, it is the question of how we can make it bigger and better, because the bigger the event is, the more people we can have com-ing and the more networking opportunities we can provide.”As Choy and Martin continue to create a greater presence of entrepreneurship on campus, they have a message to convey. As Choy put it, “When you have an idea, even if it is crazy, it does not mean that it is impossi-ble. I have heard a lot of people saying that ‘I have an idea, but I am not a business person, I have no experience.’ But entrepreneurship is not about having the skill sets, but learning them. It is a way of thinking that can applied to any discipline here at Lawrence.”
The Lawrence University Drag Show on Sunday, May 17, was made up of debut per-formances and returns. Overall, performers found their experiences to be very positive and empowering. The show was a fun time and an opportunity for self-expression and social commentary, different for each person.Alumnus Marshall Cuffe ‘13, who has been participating in the drag show for three years, spoke to his experiences and thoughts on drag in general.When asked why he chose to participate, Cuffe said that drag “forces me to examine who I am in relation to gender and … hope-
fully forces the audience to do that too.” As a social commentary, drag “examines what beauty is and how much of it is surface level.”While some performers felt a drastic change in personality while in drag, Cuffe found his “day persona” and “drag persona” to not be exceptionally different. “I think you can emphasize different parts of yourself,” Cuffe said.“Even though our sexist society has a per-ception of women as weaker,” Cuffe said, “men who perform in drag feel very empowered.” This notion of empowerment and liberation was a common sentiment shared by several performers.Cuffe took on the role of mentor and guide to help other participants. “I try to make myself available and give everyone resourc-es so they feel really prepared,” he said. At 
Nalee Praseutsack
Staff Writer
_________________________________
Anh Ta
Staff Writer
_________________________________________________
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Performers prepare backstage at the drag show.
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Archives reveal life at Lawrence during WWII
Senior Spotlight: Reid TrierBackstage at the LU Drag Show: debuts and returns 
With graduation quickly approaching, 
our time with the members of the Class of 
2015 is getting short. To give us a better idea 
of what the seniors are doing after Lawrence 
and how they got there, this column will fea-
ture a different senior each week for the rest 
of the year. This week’s senior is Reid Trier, 
who will be interning at Weidert Group in 
Appleton for the summer. “I would be ready to start today if I had to,” Trier says. “But there’s a lot going on in these next four weeks that I want to make the most out of. I need to enjoy every minute of it and take it one day at a time.” Trier is not stressed about the future, adding that you really cannot be as an English major. “Trying to figure out exactly what you want to do isn’t really the right approach. Marketing is what I’ve gotten into now and I’ll see where it takes me. I have journalism experience in the past, so I could go down that route as well. We’ll see.”At Weidert Group, Trier will be active in content marketing through mediums like blogging, and helping businesses learn inbound marketing strategies and how they can implement them. The internship lasts 
until September and then, Trier will figure out what to do from there—but he is not worried. “I didn’t stress at all about finding a job during the school year. I just looked for the right situation and went for it, and luckily it worked out,” he says. “I’m still extremely young and there are still opportunities out there. There are a lot of directions I could go.” Trier says he knew he wanted to go to Lawrence ever since visiting his sister, who  graduated from Lawrence in 2011. “There was always just a certain comfort level I felt here,” he says. “I knew Lawrence would be my top choice, and I applied Early Decision and got accepted.” Trier also knew he wanted to be an English major—“writing was always my strong suit,” he says. Coming in with a pretty good feel for campus already, Trier wasted no time taking advantage of opportunities that presented themselves. “Opportunities are more read-ily available here—you’d have to seek them out at a bigger school. You can get your feet wet pretty easily here,” he says. “I was pretty laid-back in high school and not as involved. But once I got here, I started jumping at leadership opportuni-ties, like Sports Editor for The Lawrentian 
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer
_______________________________
The United States entered WWII right after Japan attacked the American fleet sta-tioned in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on Dec. 7, 1941. At Lawrence, all male students and faculty between the ages of 21 and 35 were required to register for military service under the Selective Service Act. President Franklin D. Roosevelt had started the train-ing program in the country to be prepared in case entering the war was unavoidable. Robert S. French  Professor of American Studies and Professor of History Jerald Podair explained that the war could have been avoided between the United States and Japan, but emphasized that this was not pos-sible against Germany:“The inevitability … that unlike Japan, where it was possible … that some sort of comprise could have been reached. Specifically with Japan getting out of China. I think that war with Nazi Germany in the long run was inevitable. It wasn’t a geopoliti-cal situation that could be compromised … it was an ideological and philosophical conflict with Nazi Germany that was going to have to 
be resolved with war at some point.”Margaret Dixon Nauer ‘44 wrote her Lawrence memoirs in a short narrative titled “How Lawrence College Got Through WWII.” A freshman at Lawrence in 1941, she described first hearing about the bombing of Pearl Harbor: “One day when a few of us were playing bridge in the third floor lounge at Ormbsy Hall, Betsy McCoy raced into the room and shouted, ‘The Japanese just bombed Pearl Harbor!’” Nobody among her friends knew where Pearl Harbor was except for Nauer , because she had lived in Hawaii with her family. While walking around campus in the early days of the 1942-43 academic year, Nauer witnessed a student preparing to leave for war: “I remember walking through the fra-ternity quadrangle once [in 1942] and there on the Delt back porch were a few guys grouped around another who was holding his papers that were orders on when to leave and when to report,” she wrote. Lawrence's ninth president, Thomas Nichols Barrows (1937–1943), thought that the student enrollment was not going to be affected by the war. However, after Pearl Harbor, juniors and seniors were the 
main targets in the military drafts. Professor Emeritus of History Charles Breunig wrote in his book “‘A Great and Good Work’: A History of Lawrence University 1847-1964” that:"Starting the academic year 1942-43 with approximately 700 students, the col-lege lost sixty men and twenty women by the end of the first semester (fifty of the men to the armed forces). Soon after the second semester began, all men in the Army Air Corps Reserves and all but seventeen of the Army Enlisted Reserves were called to active duty," he wrote.With the United States' full participa-tion in the armed conflict, Lawrence's for-mer Athletic Director Art Denney designed a strict physical program for all male students in school. This consisted of "an obstacle course laid out on the river bank near the Alexander Gymnasium and a steeple chase course in the ravine to the east of the varsity football field, now the Banta Bowl”, Breunig said.Enrollment had drastically decreased by 1943, and the future of the university did not look promising. An announcement from Washington D.C. during the summer of 1943 included Lawrence as one of 131 colleges and universities in the nation to host a V-12 
unit of 300 cadets, who were appointed to study and train on campus.With the ongoing war, the V-12 unit’s main goal was to prepare a strong supply of young officer candidates for the various branches of the armed forces: the U.S. Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard.Breunig reported that, “About 80 per-cent of the first group at Lawrence were chosen from students already at Lawrence or other colleges, 10 percent were picked directly from the fleet, and the remainder were high-school graduates who had scored well on the V-12 test.”For the most part, the war in the Pacific and Europe received minimal attention in 
The Lawrentian. Only the D-Day landings in Normandy were mentioned in the school paper. One editor wrote for The Lawrentian on Jun. 9, 1944 that: “Sometimes we who are here at Lawrence are seemingly isolated from the rest of the world are noticeably out of touch with the events which are taking place on foreign shores. This week seemed different. The arrival of D-Day brought the war and its newest tactical onslaught much nearer to all of us.” 
Ollin Garcia Pliego
Staff Writer
___________________________________
Cuffe’s first performance, no such mentor gave him guidance, but participants this year he thought, “felt better about their perfor-mances and had more fun” because there was a system of support.Freshman Devyn Gay, a first-time per-former, performed as La Gay Divine. The stage name came as a play on his last name and a high school nickname.When asked why he decided to perform, Gay cited his previous interest in drag. He had seen drag shows in the past and said that he always thought,  “I wonder if I could do that.” When presented with the opportunity to try it, Gay gladly took it.In order to prepare, Gay spent a lot of time watching Beyoncé videos to “try to be as fierce as Beyoncé” in his dance to “Partition.” He also learned to walk in heels very quickly 
for the show. He said that he was “in heels for the first time three days before the show.”Reflecting on the event, Gay found it to be a good experience, saying that it was “amazing to be a part of something” and that the drag show was “a great way to get introduced to the idea.”Gay said that people “see a whole differ-ent person” in him after his performance. For him, he thinks that drag is “a great form of expression” and that “looking fabulous while you do it” makes it fun.For freshman Leif Olsen, another first-time performer, the drag show gave him a chance to explore a new form of self expres-sion as Haylee Aspen.
See page 11
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For a traditionally wordless ensemble, Kronos Quartet sure has a knack for making voices be heard. Going beyond their pro-found musicianship as string play-ers, the quartet utilized spoken and recorded words to highlight the voices of many individuals and communities during their concert on Friday, May 15, in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel. The quartet, made up of David Harrington, John Sherba, Hank Dutt and Sunny Yang, concluded the 2014-2015 Artist Series.Kronos began their per-formance with an excerpt from “Salome Dances for Peace,” a mas-sive quartet composed by Terry Riley of “In C” fame. “I thought we ought to create a piece that can be 
played at the United Nations on special holidays,” wrote Riley in the program notes. The quartet’s eerily con-trolled playing during Laurie Anderson’s “Flow” provides an opportunity to make this basic point: Kronos is an unnervingly good string quartet. In awe after that very short, straightforward piece, the audience could not make any mistake of that fact. Komitas’ “Groung” was a sim-ple, expressive song adapted for the quartet, but its meaning goes beyond its uncomplicated, repeat-ed phrases. Violinist Harrington introduced Komitas specifically as a survivor of the Armenian geno-cide.Kronos selected this song not for any virtuosity or complex, progressive composing, but rath-er to give a voice to individuals that we too often cannot hear. For instance, President Obama was 
careful not to label the Armenian genocide as such around its 100th anniversary this year. Especially within the Chapel’s “classical music” programming, which can sometimes seem like a pantheon of white, western European tradition, hearing these marginalized voices is, without a doubt, even more crucial than playing in tune, ensemble cohe-sion or any of Kronos’ other skills. Multiple times dur-ing Vladimir Martynov’s “The Beatitudes,” a re-imagined choral work commissioned by Kronos for the fifth anniversary of Sept. 11 attacks, Harrington’s violin climbed to an extraordinarily high point in the instrument’s range. Each time, he would simply return to the lower range, with no major repercussions in the rest of the ensemble, as if there was no point in trying to transcend the physical instruments they were 
bound to. That same humbling quality existed in subtle, inten-tional flaws interspersed through-out the work. Kronos ended their first half with Mary Kouyoumdjian’s “Bombs of Beirut,” a piece so frightening and affecting that it required a trigger warning in the program. Throughout the first 
section, “Before the War,” the quartet quietly boiled underneath recorded recollections from sur-vivors of the Lebanese civil war. By the end of the second section, “The War,” I was shell-shocked, literally. When the recollections of wartime had reached their lin-
This past Friday, May 15, Artistic Expression House host-ed one of the most entertaining, funny and intense concerts I have ever attended. It is not often that a laid-back and comical atmosphere is paired with fiercely loud music, but both bands—Sk8 City High School All-Star Jazz Band and Small Boys—did a great job of blending it all together.Sk8 City is an instrumental trio that pulls influences from jazz and rock, among other genres, reminding sophomore fan Gabriel Peterson of a “young Dave King performance.” Small Boys are a hardcore punk quartet made up of members who strived to be in rock bands when they were younger, but only recently expanded on their instruments specifically for this band.After jokingly thanking their “openers” Kronos Quartet and 
tuning their crash cymbal, Sk8 City was ready to rock. The band showcases the talents of sopho-more Sam Pratt on tenor saxo-phone, junior Christian Carroll on guitar and sophomore Ridley Tankersley on drums. All three share a love for the avant-garde and cacophonous soundscapes, which clearly came through in their music.A majority of their set involved driving beats on drums, a chugging and galloping distorted guitar, and a honky and squeal-ing sax. While using this descrip-tion to characterize most of their music may seem homogenous, this was not the case. The trio gradually rose and fell in intensity, layered interest-ing and interlocking rhythms and melodies, and maintained a sense of excitement even during the qui-eter parts. Thus, they were able to convey some of the best aspects of punk while also being silly.Their silliness was mostly revealed through their persona, 
dialogue and unique covers of popular tunes, such as “Take Me Out” and “Blitzkrieg Bop.” Their set was peppered with sarcastic introductions from each of the members, allowing refreshing breaks from the loud and often chaotic jams. After one piece, Carroll whipped out a trash bag full of Easy Mac and apples proclaim-ing, “We’re Sk8 City, and we’ve got food for you!” He immediately began tossing out the nourish-ments to the audience. Judging by this performance and a short con-cert they did a few weeks earlier, nearly anything can be expected at their shows.Shortly after Sk8 City finished their set, sophomore Sarah Axtell took to the stage to introduce Small Boys in an unorthodox yet adorable way—an original poem entitled “Bedtime for Small Boys.” The music that followed could not have contrasted more. It was, in fact, hardcore punk that really fol-lowed the DIY ethic prevalent in 
the ‘70s and ‘80s.Small Boys is made up of sophomore Noah Gunther on gui-tar and vocals, sophomore Morgan Edwards on keyboard, Pratt on bass, and sophomore Kobe Lewin on drums. Each member had played their respective instru-ments previously, but never had much experience playing in rock bands. Collectively, they decided college would be the opportune time to start.At times, it was easy to tell this was their first gig and that they were still getting used to it, but that’s no insult—they admit-ted to that. However, to put them-selves out there and just play was admirable, and showed they really had adopted the punk mindset. At other times though, their fresh-ness to performing was not as evident due to their shared ener-gy. They were always giving 110 percent, regardless of the song or instrument.This was most evident with Gunther. Throughout the set, the 
vocals were mixed a bit low so when forcefully yelling the lyr-ics, he was clearly heard without the volume blasting. Whether this was intentional or not, it definitely had a riveting effect and fit the rest of the sound well.It was enjoyable to watch this band perform live because they were all so invested in the music. They sounded great, but with-out the performance aspect, it would have been difficult to truly appreciate the music they made. I was able to get hold of a bootleg recording of the show and while it was helpful in writing this article, listening to it without experienc-ing it made it lose intense aspects that are indescribable.Both have such great stage presence and exude a raw, intrigu-ing and unique aura, while also sounding tight and hardcore. Just remember to bring some hot water and a spoon for the Easy Mac.
See page 9
     Jon Hanrahan
      Staff Writer
___________________________
     Izzy Yellen
      Staff Writer
_________________________
Kronos Quartet presents thought-provoking repertoire
Sk8 City High School All-Star Jazz Band, Small Boys perform
Kronos Quartet gives a riveting performance.
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After months of fundraising, renovating and organizing, The Rabbit Gallery reopened for the fifth time on Thursday, May 14. From 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., the crowd that attended this opening night was welcomed with open arms into Appleton’s own pop-up gal-lery space at 502 W. College Ave. Smiles covered the faces of the student team that had put so much time and energy into making this Lawrence tradition a reality. Visitors were encouraged to enjoy the assortment of drinks and treats provided—this gallery opening was a feast for many of the senses. While walking around the gallery, I was struck by how calm-ing the ambiance was: no part of the space felt cluttered, live guitar music filled the room, and the art was diverse and fascinat-ing. In short, The Rabbit Gallery and its opening night felt very well prepared, yet simultaneously organic. Senior Adriane Melchert, 
acting director of The Rabbit Gallery, detailed the gallery’s his-tory and mission. Five years ago, Coordinator of the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Program and Lecturer of Economics Gary Vaughan and Frederick R. Layton Professor of Art and Associate Professor of Art Rob Neilson col-laborated to create The Rabbit Gallery. The alliance of these pro-fessors and their departments allowed for a new Lawrence tradi-tion to blossom. This partnership of Lawrence’s academic depart-ments has encouraged teamwork in its students. “Every spring, a group of art-interested individu-als work together, with the patient guidance of our faculty advisors, to delegate the host of responsi-bilities that come with running a solvent business operation,” said Melchert.The team of students who make the gallery possible is comprised of acting and assis-tant directors. They “orchestrate many vital moving pieces initiated by the other students. Together they work to balance the bud-get, schedule events, publicize the 
gallery, design the interior of the space, organize volunteers to help the board renovate and finally, finesse the ending aesthetic.”According to Melchert, the mission of The Rabbit Gallery from its inception remains the same today—“to provide experi-ence in the gallery setting for the student board members, as well as another outlet for artists to show their work in a public set-ting outside Lawrence.” Junior Ethan Perushek, direc-tor of curation, shared his favorite part of the gallery’s development. “I loved the curatorial process, no question,” he responded. “Seeing all of the amazing work that was sent to us was truly incred-ible, and being able to create a show formed from mine and my partners’ brains and ideas was something I enjoyed immensely. I can’t thank all the people who constantly helped make this place great.”The theme for the exhibit this year was “Lacuna,” which can be defined as “an unfilled space or interval; a gap,” “a missing por-tion in a book or manuscript,” or “a cavity or depression, especially 
in bone.” Although the works varied greatly in terms of subject and medium, they all played with the notion of an absence. Some pieces expressed the theme of “lacuna” through intricacies of visual space and literal gaps; others dealt with it in terms of metaphorical inter-vals, through nostalgia or other such markers of time. There were a few pieces that were so comical they made me laugh out loud. Certain works made me think of childhood and joyful colors, while others felt 
more somber and allowed me to think more critically about certain social traditions in which I partici-pate. I found the entire art exhibit to be thought-provoking and was excited to discuss my reactions to particular pieces with those around me. I was also impressed with the entrepreneurial efforts of The Rabbit Gallery, which go beyond facilitating art sales. Students are also selling T-shirts, shot glasses, stickers and buttons, all embla-
     Anastasia Skliarova
      Staff Writer
___________________________
The Rabbit Gallery reopens, features Lawrence student artists 
See page 11
Students admire and analyze peers’ artistic works.
Photo by Annie Ela
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Many artists have a single form of expression. The prose writer has a political agenda to attend to, the oil painter has gender tropes to subvert, etc. This is all quite admirable, yet it is especially impressive when an artist cannot be pinned down by any one impulse or art form. Senior Joey Belonger is an English major with minors in creative writing and studio art. He is especially difficult to define. From the process of grief to identity politics, he has an impressive host of motivations for creating art by almost as many means.Belonger began as a writer in online role-playing communi-ties. There, he joined in the cre-ative world-building of dozens of dreamers, putting himself in the shoes of superhero teens run-ning from corrupt government agencies or crafting a hodge-podge of mythical creatures to go on adventures together. This community really helped him start the habit of writing, and showed him how enjoyable it could be to cre-ate and how to use language to express oneself.
In his mid-teens, Belonger started to write for more per-sonal reasons. He noted that he had trouble finishing his pieces due to the weight of his subject matter, often too heavy for his writing capabilities at the time. For instance, he attempted to create a dystopian science fic-tion novel about genetic modi-fication and feminist rebellion, something that a seasoned author like Margaret Atwood took years to create effectively.English was not the focus of Belonger’s life in high school. In fact, he excelled in art and math, and didn’t even bother to take the AP English classes. However, upon arriving at Lawrence, he decided that he wanted to try something different.“My academic pursuits were partly driven by my desire to explore writing more gener-ally because of my creative back-ground,” Belonger explained. “I also wanted to grow as a person in college, not just go in and do things I was good at.”As luck would have it, Belonger clicked with the English department here. They have helped him develop his critical thinking skills in a way that complements and improves his personal writing, something for which he is infinitely grate-ful.
These days, Belonger is more interested in writing either nonfiction or hyper-realistic fic-tion informed by personal expe-rience. This helps him to process events in life, helpful both as a form of catharsis and a form of emotional exploration. He noted that he would like to write more fantasy, perhaps something alle-gorical regarding identity, but that he has yet to overcome the difficulties of world-building.In addition to his prose, Belonger is also an accomplished poet and digital printmaker. The former is also a very personal exercise, but veiled with meta-phors and literary allusions. Yet, lately, he has been interested in combining the critical mind he has honed as a humanities major and the emotional mind he has developed through his personal work. Thus, he is in the process of writing  a poetry collection that deconstructs mainstream LGBTQ culture … using the met-aphors of mermaids. It is more political, yet still obviously cre-ative. His previous works use similar oddball imagery, incor-porating zombies, Greek hero-ines and drag queens to illus-trate his themes.As a printmaker, mean-while, Belonger is a chaotic spirit. He combines text and 
found imagery, and forms the images into something new and unique in order to see how dis-sonant images can interact in an aesthetically pleasing way. He cites that his work can stack up between 20 and 40 layers of material. His work is extremely busy with very few places to rest your eyes. Belonger explained that this was due to his anxiety over having too much empty space, as it always seems like a missed opportunity.Belonger has a loose idea of what he would like to do in 
the future. He only knows that he would like to learn, travel and do meaningful work. How that will manifest is up in the air. However, he is sure that he wants to continue his creative life, perhaps in the form of an M.F.A. program.Belonger’s prints are on display at The Rabbit Gallery on 502 W. College Ave., which is open 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Wednesdays through Fridays until June 12.
Neo-soul quartet Hiatus Kaiyote released their sopho-more album “Choose Your Weapon” on Friday, May 1. The album used video game samples and a beauti-ful mix of vocal tracks, influ-ences from various artists such as Erykah Badu and Flying Lotus, and a maintained groove throughout. Thus, this album quickly became a record that I look forward to both deeply listening to again and playing as a soundtrack for the upcoming summer.The second track, “Shaolin Monk Motherfunk,” was a favor-ite of mine due to the differ-ent sections and orchestrations that flowed easily from one to the other, many of which were prevalent during the rest of the album. This first song is packed with different sounds and really showcases the band’s diverse style. It is a sampler, a gateway to the rest of the album.
Of course, the track did not foreshadow all that the other songs brought to the table, and that is why it is a beautiful and enriching experience to listen to the album straight through. It is not a concept album, but band leader Nai Palm’s voice ties the whole hour together seamlessly without making it monotonous.Throughout the album, the band has constants—Nai Palm’s voice and the electronic-sounding but acoustic drums—but they also experiment with other sounds and feels to keep the album moving forward in an interesting manner. In “Jekyll,” an acoustic piano is used instead of the often-heard keys, and in “Atari,” easy-to-hear video game samples are featured. Both tracks—as well as various other instruments, tactics and techniques—spice up “Choose Your Weapon.”This is not just a soul album. It is not just a collage of unusual and funky electronic sounds paired with drums. It is a wonderfully executed blend of both and more. The album 
keeps the l i s t e n e r g u e s s -ing and engaged. As soon as I thought I was in the groove of things, a new concept or idea emerged.As a fan of Robert Glasper’s “Black Radio” and an even big-ger fan of all of Flying Lotus’ work, “Choose Your Weapon” rated highly for me. It is sim-ple on the surface—a rhythm section accompanies a soul-ful voice—but when you dive into it, the music becomes much more complex. Much like “Black Radio” and Flying Lotus, it is accessible to most people and can be put on in the back-ground, but it also has a density of layering to it that is just beg-ging to be heard and analyzed.After hearing the name “Hiatus Kaiyote” so frequently the past two terms, I’m sur-prised and a bit regretful that I didn’t listen to them sooner. Don’t make the same mistake I did and listen to “Choose Your Weapon,” as well as their other record and extended plays.
ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:  
JOEY BELONGER
 Photo by Nathan Lawrence 
Bryan Cebulski
 Staff Writer
______________________
Album Review 
Hiatus Kaiyote’s 
“Choose Your Weapon” 
     Izzy Yellen
      Staff Writer
_________________________
guistic limits, the quartet dropped out, the voices stopped, the lights in the Chapel went black and recordings from the actual war resounded throughout the Chapel. Following the final section, “After the War,” my body was devoid of impetus, not out of pleasure or admiration, but because Kronos had thrown every bit of energy toward Beirut. The intermission was not nearly long enough for that feel-ing to dissolve, rendering the opening of Kronos’ second half, “Elvis Everywhere” by Michael Daugherty, momentarily unwel-come, even inappropriate. The work picked apart the preposter-ous notion that Elvis could still be alive, coming to the conclu-sion that, through his imperson-ators—three of whom we heard as recordings—he remains every-where, never actually leaving the building. In performing Geeshie Wiley’s “Last Kind Words,” a rather early blues tune, Kronos refocused our historical under-standing of American popular music toward its female partici-pants. This falls directly in line with “Elvis Everywhere,” in which Daugherty gave prominence in the recorded track to a female Elvis impersonator. Apart from the unfortunate timing of “Elvis Everywhere,” the most bothersome aspect of the second half was their perfor-
mance of Jelly Roll Morton’s “Dead Man Blues.” Performed alongside a tape of Morton’s ground-break-ing early jazz pianism, the work elicited nothing much beyond nostalgic grins.I found this mysterious given the actual nature of the work. Those who bobbed their heads along to the “idyllic” early American sound could have had no way of knowing that that “Man” was “Dead,” or how he ended up with the “Blues.” Also, how could we enjoy a piece in that way when it included a quote from the “Funeral March” in Chopin’s second piano sonata, an intensely dark, twisted and ultimately devastating work? I suppose this is not a criticism of Kronos or Morton; it’s more just about how we as 21st century audiences tend to process certain musical works. The concert proper came to a close with Charles Mingus’ “Children’s Hour of Dream,” a disorienting, scraping whimper, and Dan Becker’s “Carrying the Past,” a mediated examination of the composer’s father’s early jazz recordings. With a nearly immediate standing ovation, the audience demanded two separate encores. They first played a traditional Lebanese springtime song and concluded with a bluegrass show-case of violinist Sherba’s virtuos-ity. As a six-year-old listener had described it after a recent Kronos performance, “That was bad ass.” I couldn’t agree more.
Kronos Quartet
continued from page 8
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The September 11 terrorist attacks marked the first point that I became interested in politics. My teachers at school had us read 
Time for Kids each Friday after-noon, which included accounts of the attacks. I tuned in to Nick 
News with Linda Ellerbee each week. I was not much of an ath-lete, and while other kids my age had a keen fascination for tele-vised sports, I spent a great deal of time watching televised news. In high school, my interest in politics took a more vitriolic, unsavory form. I would engage in comment flame wars on Yahoo! News articles and post scathing rants on my Facebook page. This caused damage to some personal relationships I had in high school. Over time, my aggressive online activity tapered out, and I was able to retroactively take inven-tory of the damage my overbear-ing interest in politics took on my personal life. Make no mistake, though, I still love politics. I dutifully try and keep up with current events, and always try to compare what I read from The Washington Post and New York Times with the scathing criticism of television personalities like Stephen Colbert or John Oliver. No matter how varied their opinions are, all “politics people” share the belief that an informed member of society is an empow-ered one. But being a “politics per-son” requires a bit of mindfulness, respect and prudence. Being passionate about poli-tics requires restraint. Otherwise, “politics people” risk alienating themselves from their friends, 
family and colleagues in a way that people passionate about sports, music or food do not. Throughout my life, I have learned a few les-sons that may offer guidance to others who want to use their pas-sion for good, not self-harm. First, using social media as a soapbox for our own opinions car-ries inherent risks. It is important to think critically about how well one’s opinion might be received. It is easy to get worked up, and taking our emotions out on our Facebook pages is tempting.But most of us should oper-ate off the assumption that our posts may not be generally well-received. Even if we may have insight to offer, we should always go about our online activity with the assumption that our views would be best communicated in person with someone who is ready and willing to engage in political discussions. While Facebook has helped us become more informed citi-zens, it has also caused some of us to engage in a weaker, less pro-ductive manner than real-life con-versations. When we engage in a political debate on Facebook, it is less likely that we do so in an open and respectful manner. Personally, I have never truly engaged in a healthy, meaningful exchange of ideas with somebody online (par-ticularly with opposing partisan views). In person, it is even more important to be mindful of social situations that do not warrant a discussion on politics. Thus, a good rule of thumb is to always let somebody else initiate a dis-cussion in politics. That way, you avoid making others feel uncom-fortable by pushing discussion in a direction that is not intended.Some aspects of our politics are closely tied to deep personal 
values. Therefore, it is wise to consider reserving our politics for more personal settings. We all have stories, opinions and values that we share with people only in rare and reserved settings. Our politics should be treated as such. That is not to say that poli-tics cannot be an important part of a relationship between human beings. Having friends and roman-tic partners that can engage with you in political discussions is a great joy, but requires a process of building trust and respect first. Finally, it is important to note, just like anything else peo-ple can be passionate about, that expressing a passion for politics is healthy and necessary. Being passionate about politics is often tied to our disdain for politics and the people that participate in it. Like any other negative emotion, it is important to identify when expressing that passion is harm-ing ourselves and others. That may mean asking if Facebook statuses or ranting to the guy in the sauna is really healthy for anybody. From per-sonal experience, having a handful of friends I can engage with every once in a while is an incredibly rewarding, cathartic and valuable experience. For many of us, it is easy to forget how our passion for poli-tics affects others. For those in the worlds of journalism, business and politics itself, having a keen awareness of national issues is a great strength. Still, it is important to distinguish between honest conversation and ranting. “Politics people” like myself believe that everybody can benefit from being more informed members of soci-ety. However, being able to com-municate those ideas is a chal-lenge that requires patience, pru-dence and mindfulness. 
While studying in London, I had the opportunity to travel dur-ing our midterm break. I was more than ready to get out of London and take a break from classes. However, the experience of travel-ing for 10 days was exhausting in ways I had not foreseen and led to an unexpected revelation. Thinking of this trip as a vaca-tion, I overlooked how exploring new cities and experiencing for-eign things had the same ups and downs as daily life in London—using public transportation, find-ing the next meal and interacting with locals. You never truly settle into the city you are visiting. As soon as you become familiar with one place, you move on to the next in hopes of finding some familiar-ity within that city. My first destination was Berlin. In order to get there, my travel arrangements involved tak-ing a 3 a.m. taxi, a 3:40 a.m. train ride and a 6:30 a.m. flight. It is not the travel expense that takes the greatest toll on the traveler, but rather the exhaustion. By the time we made it to Berlin, all I wanted was to sleep. But we still needed to take a train from the airport into the city to find the hostel. The train ride was anxiety-ridden and left me wondering if we had gone the right direction. However, once we arrived, I felt relieved and a bit proud for figuring it out—until I remembered that we could not check into our room for several hours. After seeing Checkpoint Charlie, the Reichstag building, the Bradenburg Gate, the Holocaust Memorial and the Berlin Wall, among other things, in a day and a half, we were understandably burnt out. Walking nearly five miles a day would remain a con-stant throughout the trip. I would be lying if I said I was not relieved to leave Berlin, if only for the reason that my friend and I were roomed with a drunken gypsy woman that liked to stare at us. Next, we took a six hour bus ride to Prague. Despite the length of the ride, I do not regret taking a bus. The view one gets while driv-ing through the countryside of the Czech Republic is unforgettable. Just miles outside the city are large rolling hills and fields of golden yellow flowers that cover the ground for miles. The only comparison I can make is to Wisconsin’s acres of cornfields, except that the fields of the Czech Republic were far more beautiful. The beauty of those fields turned out to be an indication of the city itself. While there is not 
much to do in Prague in terms of activity, the beauty of the city and its landscape make the city a must-see. After spending two days in Prague and walking nearly a mile uphill every time I returned to my hostel—the beauty of the land-scape does of course come at a price—my friend and I left for Budapest. The city was similar to Prague in regards to its layout. It featured both a river that sepa-rated the city and large hills that overlook the city’s scope. Perhaps the most memora-ble part of Budapest was not its impressive Hungarian Parliament Building or its many castles and churches, but the bar Szimpla that we visited. Szimpla occupied a ruined building and included a beer garden surrounded by crum-bling old brick walls and sepa-rate rooms off to the side, which housed different themes, creat-ing a very eccentric and charming atmosphere. The final destination on the 10 day trip was Amsterdam, which as one might expect, was incred-ibly beautiful during the day and rather rowdy during the night. While expecting to see prostitu-tion, I was unprepared for seeing how the business was conducted. In the Red Light District, there are rows of glass doors with scantily-clad women behind them trying to draw in customers. Men hung outside the prostitute’s doors and ogled at that them, while women looked at them with disgust.However, Amsterdam did not disappoint. I was fortunate enough to visit the Van Gogh Museum, take a boat tour along the many canals and visit the Anne Frank House. Perhaps the thing I liked the most about the Anne Frank House was that the curators did not focus on only Anne Frank’s story. They made a strong point to argue that Anne Frank stands as a symbol of others killed in the Holocaust that will never have their stories told. The homage paid to Anne Frank, the members of the Secret Annex and all those who were killed during the Nazi reign left me completely speechless and utterly grateful for my own life. While traveling was both exhausting and rewarding, the most interesting aspect about my experience was my search for little bits of London to latch onto. I could feel myself craving the familiar and attaching myself to anything or anyone that reminded me of London. That was my great-est shock while traveling: wanting to be in London, a place where I now feel familiar. If my experi-ence in foreign countries opened my eyes to anything, it was that London is now my home. 
STAFF EDITORIAL
Sexual assault is among the greatest threats facing student safety on college campuses. At Lawrence, several groups have been active in educating our community about the issue.In the past year alone, Student Alliance Against Sexual Harassment and Assault (SAASHA) has become an official Lawrence University Community Council (LUCC) recognized committee, Sexual Harassment and Assault Resource Board (SHARB) has restructured its membership and process, Fox Valley Voices of Men has formed a working-group made up of students, faculty and staff, and several student organizations have held events to benefit shelters and support survivors.But as groups like these gain traction on our campus and others around the country, university administrations have yet to take serious actions on one important aspect of the issue. There is no policy in place to ensure that perpetrators of sexual assault are expelled.The lack of a mandatory expulsion policy will profoundly affect the Lawrence community in the near future, as a student perpetrator will be returning to campus in the upcoming Fall Term. The perpetrator will be able to return since a victim of their assault is graduating this Spring Term.When sexual assault is reported on a college campus, any steps that follow are often even greater sources of trauma for survivors. This is due in large part to the dual process of reporting assault legally to the police and institutionally to the college or university.While the institution has little or no decision-making power over the legal process, Lawrence’s administration can do much more to ensure safety on our campus. A mandatory expulsion policy would demonstrate a great deal of understanding and ensure the support of all survivors.Perpetrators of rape, sexual assault and harassment are not owed a second chance. When an indi-vidual is found guilty of such crimes, Lawrence University, like all schools, should take active steps to ensure the safety of all students on campus. Perpetrators are not only threats to prior victims; they are threats to the entire student body.As this very real threat becomes tangible next Fall Term, all members of the Lawrence community should be aware of the possible changes that would demonstrate institutional commitment to student safety. 
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The recent killing of Bangladeshi blogger Ananta Bijoy Das on May 12 was not the first of its kind in Bangladesh. In fact, there have been at least seven assassination attempts on secu-larist bloggers and activists like Das since 2013. Three of these murders have been in the past four months and the death threats continue.  Yet this situation is barely known of or spoken about. International pressure on the Government of Bangledesh would protect those whose free speach is being ignored.As early as the 1990s, a fatwa was issued against poet and writ-er Taslima Nasrin for publishing a book that reflected badly on Islamic fundamentalism. Shortly after the novel was published, the Government of Bangladesh banned her book and forced Nasrin to leave the country, lead-ing to more than 10 years of life in exile in the West. In 2013, three secularist atheist bloggers were brutally attacked a month apart from each other, resulting in one death. In 2014, a sociology professor was murdered outside his home. Finally, three secular bloggers have been murdered in the street just this year, the latest being Ananta Bijoy Das. Ansarullah Bangla Team, an Islamic extremist organization in Bangladesh, has claimed respon-sibility for four of the murders. A total of nine members have been arrested for two of the murders. There are other public instances of targeting and threatening secu-larists, most of which the govern-ment seems to ignore. Although the Bangladeshi government holds an 84-name hit-list of those considered blasphem-ers by the religious extremists, no governmental aid or protection seems to have been extended to those targeted. Not only did the current gov-ernment fail to publicly expressed support for those murdered, but it has targeted and arrested secular 
bloggers for blasphemy. In addition to the govern-ment being unwilling to extend aid and support to the targeted secularist bloggers, it is unlikely that there will be a popular move-ment in their support. Because Bangladeshi politics are so dys-functional and violence is com-monly the result of political nonconformity, it is unlikely that many people will stand up for the freedom of speech and thought that is being so ruthlessly tar-geted. Several people familiar with the politics and culture of Bangladesh have said that there are many more atheists and secularists in Bangladesh than it seems. Obviously, “coming out” as an atheist is dangerous in Bangladesh, and it is understand-able that few are willing to do so. However, if more people stand up in support of secularism and the acceptance of disbelief, the gov-ernment may have to take notice.Many people probably feel that this is not a situation that affects them much. However, if you believe that freedom of speech and expression is some-thing that should be protected or even just that people should not be viciously murdered for their ideas, this is a situation that you should be invested in. Not only are secular activists being killed, but these murders are acts of ter-ror that smother free speech of all types in fear.These killings and arrests are indicative of a social and institu-tional restriction of free speech. However, the institutional nature of these violations could be the basis for international pressure on the Government of Bangladesh. The restriction of secu-lar speech is a violation of Part III, Article 39, Part 2A of the Constitution of Bangladesh, which establishes freedom of expression for citizens and Part II, Article 8 of the Constitution of Bangladesh, which lists secularism as one of the fundamental principles of the government of Bangladesh.The lack of protection for free speech is also a violation of Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights (ICCPR), which was acced-ed by Bangladesh in 2000 and protects freedom of expression of all kinds. Especially when there is such political chaos, it is neces-sary for the international com-munity to protest violations of free speech. The government will obviously not protect this right and the unsupported and vulner-able minority who exercise it.There are several possible avenues for change in this situ-ation. However, protesting these horrifying murders by violent religious extremists is unlikely to have a beneficial effect. Instead, it may be more useful to push for strong international condem-nation of the government for not adequately addressing its political problems, going against Article 19 of the ICCPR, and for not giving aid and protection to those who are in danger of assassination. Increased access to qual-ity education is another route to social change. However, there are obvious difficulties with this in a country that has problems with poverty and overpopulation. Few schools in Bangladesh offer edu-cation without mandatory reli-gious classes, a factor that could contribute to social conservatism and lack of acceptance for diverse viewpoints. Although it is possible that more liberal, secular educa-tion would be a viable option for social change in Bangladesh, this change would, of course, be extremely slow. The government has a responsibility to its protect the lives of its citizens. Even if they refuse to ideologically support secularists, they should at the least make every effort to catch the murderers and those ideologi-cally responsible. Although there are limited ways that we can help this situa-tion, there is one thing that we all can do. We must give our respect to those who, in a situation so full of danger and opposition from both extremists and their own government, continue to peace-fully protest, criticize what they find wrong and try to create a freer, more humane society. 
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The Government of Bangladesh 
must protect freedom of expression To the Editor,
On Tuesday night, I attended a preview performance of “What Then is Time?”  Upon entering the room, I was faced with a computer and mic. The computer asked, “what is time?” I thought carefully and responded with a considered philosophical response. Instead of recording my response for posterity, the computer took the audio and spit out incomprehensible garble over the sound system. I was a little offended, but decided to give this piece of High Art a chance.  After advancing past the mic, I noticed that the walls were cov-ered with some sort of art. I investigated further. Much to my dismay, it was not art at all, but rather grainy photos of clocks. I discontinued that venture and took my seat. Finally, after 10 more minutes of the sound system spitting out garble, Clee McCracken took the stage. The Maurice Ravel piece was first on the program. The other critics and I breathed a sigh of relief—finally some high art. Unfortunately, his performance was disappointing at best. He ges-ticulated wildly for one minute and 30 seconds, and then the song was over. No character development or lyrical singing. Next up was a piece by Benjamin Britten. It was yet another missed opportunity. His pianist must have been gravely ill, because McCracken opted to sing Songs and Proverbs of William Blake with a poorly orchestrated karaoke track and fuzzy video that seemed to have come from a corrupted file. To my pleasant surprise, the titular piece, What Then is Time?, by student Christian Carroll was quite sublime, and the lyrics had moments of philosophical brilliance. Unfortunately, McCracken accompanied this with a projected video of someone wrapping yarn around his head. The final set of pieces was the strangest by far. It featured a classical-pop hybrid ensemble and lip-synced voice. In this post-modern publicity stunt, we were bombarded with nonsense text and music that was worthy of a rock concert, not a recital hall. I cannot with good conscience recommend this performance to a connois-seur of fine art, but if you are looking for a multimedia pop-concert masquerading recital, then be sure to head to Esch tonight at 8 p.m.
—Clee McCracken, class of 2015
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
when you next talk to your friends from school, you have something meaningful to share with them.One of the biggest challeng-es about staying in contact with other Lawrentians over the sum-mer is that we lose our convenient conversational structure. Use this long time apart as a way to deepen your relationships and make them as meaningful as possible.
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zoned with the charming bunny logo. In addition, there are cata-logs for sale that display the 2015 exhibition and include the artists’ biographies and inspirations—a beautiful memento of this year’s curated works. In addition to regular gallery hours, The Rabbit Gallery will also be hosting several special events that are open to the community and feature Lawrentians’ many forms of artistry. Poetry night will take place on Thursday, May 21, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. There will also be an “Art in the Dark” event taking place on May 29, from 10 p.m. to midnight, which promises to shed light, pun intended, on an entirely new gallery viewing experience. Other upcoming events include performances from the musicians of SOL Studios on May 30, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., as well as an evening of alternative plays from Greyfell Theatre on June 4, from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. The Rabbit Gallery will be open until Friday, June 12, and its regular busi-ness hours are 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Wednesday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturdays and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sundays. 
Rabbit Gallery
continued from page 8
The persona of Haylee gave Olsen a chance to be someone different from his typical self. “Haylee is someone quiet and sultry,” Olsen explained. “I went for quiet and beautiful” while still being a big personality on stage.The opportunity to partici-pate in the drag show was also an opportunity to explore self-expression previously off limits. “Coming from a conservative town, it was difficult to express myself without being ostracized,” Olsen said. However, he felt that the drag show created “a safe space where people of all sexuali-ties and genders and dispositions could come together and express themselves in a way they would like to.”Olsen took away many posi-tive things from his experience. “It was empowering,” he said, describing how it felt to perform. Regarding what others might think after putting himself out there, Olsen added, “I don’t really 
mind what people think of me because I know who I am.”Sophomore Colby Lewis also found participating to be very freeing.Lewis took on the name Olly “Manspreading” Murs, adopting a pun on the name of the art-ist whose song she performed. The help of makeup and hairstyl-ing done by her friend Raquel Bajuscik aided Lewis in getting into character. When people “didn’t immediately recognize who I was,” said Lewis, she felt more in character.Addressing the social com-mentary aspect, Lewis said, “There is stigma against women dressing masculine … like you’re automatically a lesbian … and that’s not an overarching factor.” She felt the drag show overall helped to break some of the ste-reotypes about sexuality and gen-der. Commending the show in its entirety, Lewis remarked, “It was of high enough quality that people who would not normally go to a drag show went and loved it.”
Drag show
continued from page 7
and positions within Beta. It was great for me, because I found out I can be an effective leader when I put my mind to it.”Trier credits a lot of his con-fidence in those positions to the community here. “I didn’t expect such an overall strong community with a lot of tight-knit groups. A lot of groups have strong connec-tions and I’m lucky to be a part of one. I wasn’t sure what kind of social group I would have here,” he says. Second to bacon chicken ranch wraps, that support net-work will probably be what Trier misses the most after graduation. “It will be weird, after having a lot of friends that I see every sin-gle day, how that will change. I’ll still live fairly close to a lot of these people, but some people I may never see again. And that’s a strange feeling.”There’s definitely a lot of sup-port found at Lawrence that will not be present in the workforce, but Trier has prepared himself for it. “It’ll be a bit of a tough transi-tion, but I think I’m ready for it. I’m not scared.”
Reid Trier
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What consequences should students who have been 
convicted of sexual violence face from the school?
PHOTO POLL Eric LeePhoto Editor
“They should face at least sus-
pension and be referred to the 
appropriate counseling services.”
–Evie King
“Consequences should be 
decided on a case-to-case basis 
instead of a blanket approach.”
–Teddy Kortenhof
“They should definitely be 
suspended or expelled, and 
required to take a class regarding 
their actions.”
–Britney Knaack
“Those students should be 
expelled because they pose a 
threat to other students.”
–Cassidy Salentine
“Sexual violence should be 
treated as a crime instead of a 
mistake, and the consequences 
should reflect that.”
–Sean Gies
“The consequences should be 
at least term suspension and 
potentially even expulsion.”
–Jake Roeper
